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Gamma rays following the EC/β + and alpha decay of the N = 126, 213 Fr nucleus have been
observed at the CERN isotope separator on-line (ISOLDE) facility with the help of gamma-ray and
conversion electron spectroscopy. These gamma rays establish several hitherto unknown excited
states in 213 Rn. Also, five new α-decay branches from the 213 Fr ground state have been discovered.
Shell model calculations have been performed to understand the newly observed states in 213 Rn.
PACS numbers: 21.10.-k 23.40.-s 23.60.+e 27.80.+w 29.38.-c

I.

INTRODUCTION

The structure of nuclei in the proximity of shell closures is a topic of great interest as it gives direct information on the underlying shell-model orbitals. This information is of particular importance to test the accuracy of
shell-model predictions and for further improvements to
the model, if required. Apart from this, a precise knowledge of α decays in the N = 126 closed-shell region is important for understanding the nuclear structure around
the next neutron shell closure beyond N = 126 [1, 2].
The single particle structure around Z = 90 and N =
126 is governed by proton – 1h9/2 , 1i13/2 and neutron–
2f5/2 , 3p1/2 , g9/2 , and 1i11/2 shell model orbitals. The
states with dominant single-particle configurations, especially those with low-j, are often established by observing γ rays following the decay of the parent nucleus.
However, no such γ rays were known in 213 Rn prior to
our study. In addition, among the N = 126 isotones,
only 211 At has a substantial EC/β + -decay branching ratio (58.2%) [3], while all the other isotones are known to
decay with less than 1% β-decay branch [4–12]. Nevertheless, we were able to identify γ rays in 213 Rn populated in the EC/β + decay of 213 Fr with a decay branch
of only 0.56% [13]. It is also interesting to note that very
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little experimental information is available on the unique
positive-parity π1i13/2 orbitals in this region.
Furthermore, alpha decay studies not only play a major role in discoveries of superheavy elements [14, 15] but
also provide crucial information on the decay of closedshell nuclei near the proton-drip line [16, 17]. The experimental values of alpha-decay half-lives and branching ratios are useful in establishing the decay chain of
super heavy nuclei. It is, therefore, essential to have a
proper theoretical understanding of α decay in the N =
126 region [1, 2], which will further aid in research on superheavy nuclei, and detailed experimental data on alpha
decay in the N = 126 region is desired.
213
Fr can be used to study the influence of electron
screening on the α-decay half-life [18]. It also serves as
a reference isotope for precision laser spectroscopy studies of the Bohr-Weisskopf eﬀect in francium isotopes [19].
Furthermore, 209 At is proposed as an alternative isotope
to 211 At for medical imaging due to its favorable x ray
and γ intensities [20]. The proposed route of 209 At production involves α decay of 213 Fr.
In this paper, we present the first EC/β + -decay study
of the N = 126, 213 Fr nucleus which establishes several
new levels in the daughter nucleus. Also, the data revealed five new α-decay branches of 213 Fr.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed at the CERN isotope
separator on-line (ISOLDE) facility, where a 1.4 GeV
proton beam from the CERN PS-Booster impinged on
a 46 g/cm2 UCx target. Pulses of 3x1013 protons, in a
regular interval of 5.6 s, hit the target of ISOLDE. The
spallation products diﬀused out of the target that was at
2100◦ C to a 2100◦ C hot tungsten transfer tube, where
francium atoms were surface ionized. The ionized atoms
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Transmission eﬃciency curve of the
MINI-ORANGE spectrometer.

were accelerated to 30 keV and then separated in mass
by the ISOLDE General Purpose Separator (GPS). The
surface ionization potentials of the A = 213 isobars are
significantly higher (>7.2 eV) than for francium (4.07 eV)
and radium (5.28 eV), resulting in orders-of-magnitude
lower surface ionization eﬃciency and, hence, a quite
pure beam of francium with a weak admixture of radium
[21]. The mass separated A = 213 beam was collected on
a tape and transported to a measurement station at regular interval of 33.6 s. An electron detection system and
two HPGe detectors were used for internal-conversion
electron and γ−ray studies, respectively. A Si(Li) detector with a thickness of 4 mm, an active area of 300
mm2 and energy resolution of 2.0 keV at ∼500 keV was
used in conjunction with a MINI-ORANGE spectrometer [22, 23] to form the electron detection system. The
MINI-ORANGE spectrometer was comprised of a set of
6 equally spaced permanent magnets. The distance between the MINI-ORANGE spectrometer and the detector was chosen to be 110 mm to maximize the electron
transmission eﬃciency in the energy range of 400−800
keV. Figure 1 shows the transmission eﬃciency curve of
the MINI-ORANGE spectrometer which was obtained
using decays with well-defined multipolarities of diﬀerent reference nuclides studied in the same experiment.
Figure 2 shows part of the conversion electron spectrum
for A = 213 products.
The two HPGe detectors had absolute eﬃciencies between ∼4% and ∼0.3%; and a resolution of 1.0 keV and
2.0 keV at ∼100 keV and ∼1.5 MeV, respectively. The
details of the experimental setup can be found eleswhere
[23]. The energy and eﬃciency calibrations of the HPGe
detectors were obtained using standard 133 Ba and 152 Eu
sources.
The five parameter event data were acquired using
a triggerless digital data acquisition system Pixie4 [24].
The signals from the motion of the magnetic tape, pream-

FIG. 2. Part of the singles conversion electron spectrum, illustrating transitions from excited states in 213 Fr, 213 Rn, 209 At,
and 209 Po with the A = 213 GPS setting. The transitions are
labeled with the corresponding γ-ray energies.

plifiers of the two HPGe detectors and the Si(Li) detectors, and the proton pulse were digitized and timestamped. The data from HPGe detectors and Si(Li) detectors were sorted into various 4k × 4k correlation matrices for further analysis using the RADWARE analysis
package [25].

III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The data were analyzed by adopting the analysis procedure outlined in Ref. [26]. The results show the presence of previously unobserved levels in 213 Rn and alphadecay branches to 209 At, which are discussed in the following sections.

A.

213

Rn

The ground state of 213 Fr decays 99.44(5)% of the
time via α emission to 209 At while the remaining fraction (0.56(5)%) disintegrates via EC/β + decay to 213 Rn
[13]. Nevertheless, such a small decay branch could be
studied mainly due to a relatively high production crosssection compared to other isobars and the pure beam of
213
Fr. The ground-state I π = 9/2− of 213 Fr was measured using the atomic beam magnetic resonance technique by Ekström et al. [27] while the accepted half-life of
34.82(14) s is a weighted average of several measurements
[13]. A more recent reference [28] has reported a highprecision measurement of the half-life yielding T1/2 =
34.14(6), using the LIfeTime Experiment (LITE) at the
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare Laboratori Nazionali del Sud (INFN-LNS).
Although many high-spin states in 213 Rn were established using heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions [29–
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TABLE I. Table of γ-ray energies and relative intensities for transitions in 213 Rn. The measured K, L and M conversion
coeﬃcients are given for the 704.3 keV transition together with the corresponding theoretical values [32] for E1, E2 and M1
multipolarities. The uncertainties in the energies are within 0.5 keV.
Transition
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(Iγ )
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Table I) are from 4 new levels at 1347.0, 1352.7, 1785.0,
and 1834.1 keV. Most of the observed levels are found to
decay directly to the 213 Rn ground state. Only the 1785.0
keV level is found to decay in 3 diﬀerent ways as shown
in Fig. 5. Assuming that only allowed or first forbidden
transitions can occur, all the levels mentioned above can
have any spin from 7/2 to 11/2 with a possibility of either parity. This is not shown in Fig. 5 to keep the figure
simple. The level at 704.3 keV decays via the 704.3 keV
M1 transition (see Table I). Therefore, its spin/parity is
identified as 11/2+ . This level was reported at 705.0 keV
in earlier studies [29–31].
Calculations of logf t values require knowledge of the
decay intensities to each level. In the present experimental setup, however, it was not possible to determine
the decay intensity to the ground state of the daughter
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22.7(19)
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31], no information was available on the states populated
in the EC/β + decay of 213 Fr prior to our study. The
γ rays in 213 Rn were identified with the help of γ − γ
coincidences, γ−x-ray coincidences, x-ray−conversionelectron coincidences, half-lives and conversion-electron
spectroscopy. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show radon x rays
when gated on 704.3 keV γ rays and 605.9 keV conversion electrons, respectively; while Fig. 3(c) shows the
γ-ray transitions observed in coincidence with radon x
rays. Furthermore, the half-life obtained from the decay
curve analysis of the 605.9 keV conversion electrons (corresponding to the 704.3 keV γ rays), as shown in Fig. 4,
is consistent with the previous measurements [13, 28] and
helps to verify its origin. The observed transitions (see
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FIG. 3. Spectra showing radon Kα and Kβ x rays obtained
with gates on (a) 704.3 keV events from the γ − γ matrix and
(b) 605.9 keV conversion electrons (corresponding to 704.3
keV γ rays) from a γ-ray−conversion-electron matrix. Fig.
(c) shows γ-ray spectra obtained from adding Kα1 , Kα2 , and
Kβ1 radon x-ray gates using the γ − γ matrix.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Fit to the decay of the 605.9 keV conversion electrons corresponding to 704.3 keV γ rays in 213 Rn
which is populated in the EC/β + decay of 213 Fr.
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FIG. 5. Level scheme of 213 Rn as obtained from the β-decay of 213 Fr. All the transitions are labeled with their energies and
relative γ-ray intensities in brackets. The numbers on the right indicate the excitation energy of each level in keV. The EC/β +
branching ratio of 213 Fr and ground-state half-life of 213 Rn are from Ref. [13]. The ground-state half-life and the EC/β + -decay
Q value of 213 Fr are from Refs. [28] and [34], respectively.

nucleus. Therefore, the following method was used to
estimate the minimum and maximum decay intensities
to the ground state. It is known from the literature [13]
that the ground state of 213 Fr decays to the ground state
of 213 Rn via a first forbidden transition, for which the
most probable logf t value is 7 [33]. This value requires
13% branching to the 213 Rn ground state. The logf t values of 6.6 and 7.4 require the decay to proceed with 30%
and 5% of the actual decay intensity viz., 0.56% to the
ground state of 213 Rn, respectively. Further, assuming
the above two values of ground state branching i.e. 30%
and 5%; two values of the decay intensity were calculated
for all the new levels. This, in turn, gives two diﬀerent
logf t values for each level. In Fig. 5, the average of the
two logf t values is quoted for each level (with the exception of the ground state) and the uncertainty of the
logf t values includes the uncertainty of the ground state
feeding.
The above approach is justified since the calculated

logf t value of 6.05(11) for the decay to the first excited
state in 213 Rn is in good agreement with that for the
similar transitions in the neighboring nuclei [13]. Also,
the lower limit of the logf t value to the ground state
branching is 6.1 i.e. with all beta-decay intensity (0.56%)
going to the ground state of 213 Rn.

B.

209

At

Although 99.44% of the 213 Fr decays occur by α emission to 209 At, only three α-decay branches were identified
in a recent work by Kuusiniemi et al. [9]. Earlier studies
[35–37] have observed only one α-decay branch, populating the ground state of 209 At. The ground state of 209 At
is identified as 9/2− based on the favored α decay to the
9/2− ground state of 205 Bi [38]. High-spin states were
established in experiments employing fusion-evaporation
reactions [39–43]. In addition, several states with angu-
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TABLE II. Table of level energies, relative α intensities, hindrance factors, γ-ray energies and relative γ intensities in
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At as observed in the α-decay of 213 Fr. The uncertainties in the energies are within 0.5 keV.
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FIG. 6. The spectrum obtained from the sum of gates on the
408.3 and 689.4 γ-ray transitions in 209 At populated via α−
decay of 213 Fr. The inset illustrates the evidence of the 855.4
and 867.5 keV γ rays and the letter “C” denotes contaminant
γ rays known from the decay of 209 At.

2

Counts (10 )/1.64 s

lar momenta ranging from 3/2 to 7/2 were observed in
the electron-capture decay of the ground state of 209 Rn
which has I π = 5/2− [44].
The three α-decay branches populate previously
known [38] levels at 0.0, 408.3, and 577.0 keV. Among
these, the ground-state to ground-state decay branch is
observed to carry 99.78% of the total α-decay intensity
[9]. Apart from confirming the decay to the 408.3 and
577.0 keV levels, we have identified new α-decay branches
populating states reported earlier at 745.7, 789.0, 1081.2,
1097.7, and 2820.6 keV in 209 At [38]. The new branches
were established on the basis of various coincidence relationships between the γ rays, x rays, and conversion
electrons. Figure 6 illustrates summed spectra obtained
with gates on the 408.3 and 689.4 keV γ rays. The inten10
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FIG. 7. Fit to the decay of the 577.0 keV γ ray in
populated via α-decay of 213 Fr.
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Elevel
(keV)

Relative
α Intensity

Hindrance
Factor

0.0
408.3
577.0
745.7

99.72
0.12
0.07
0.04

2
39
12
4

789.0
1081.2
1097.7
1953.1
2820.6

0.02
0.02
0.01

4

Eγ
(keV)

Relative
γ Intensity

408.3
577.0
337.4
745.7
380.7
672.9
689.4
855.4
867.5

100
40.7(7)
6.8(5)
14.1(6)
11.2(47)
8.3(9)
7.4(39)
weak
weak

sities of all the transitions, except the 380.7 and 689.4
keV, were determined from the singles spectra. The
380.7 and 689.4 keV γ-ray transitions were not visible
in the singles spectra. Therefore, their intensities were
extracted using the spectra obtained with a gate on the
408.3 keV transition. The large errors in the intensities of
these transitions (see Table II) are due to low statistics in
the gated spectra. The 855.4 and 867.5 keV transitions
along with the 408.3 and 689.4 keV transitions form a
408.3- 689.4- 855.4- 867.5 keV sequence of γ-ray transitions, thereby establishing the levels at 408.3, 1097.7,
1953.1, and 2820.6 keV. Although the 855.4 and 867.5
keV transitions are very weak in the coincidence spectra,
it is evident (see Fig. 6) that they have almost equal intensities. Therefore, the level at 1953.1 keV doesn’t have
direct α-decay feeding. The possibility that the above
mentioned states in 209 At could also have been populated in 213 Ra α-decay followed by the EC/β + decay of
its daughter nucleus (209 Rn) can be discarded on the basis of decay curve analysis that reflects the origin of the
γ rays, since the ground states of 213 Fr and 209 Rn have
very distinct half-lives, 34.14 s and 28.5 m, respectively.
One such decay curve is shown in Fig. 7 for the 577.0
keV γ rays. The fit to the decay curve yields a half-life
of 28.4(35) s which is in reasonable agreement with that
of the ground state of 213 Fr, thus supporting its origin
from 213 Fr α-decay.
However, as in the case of EC/β + decay, it was not
possible to determine the ground-state to ground-state
α-decay branching. Therefore, it was estimated using
the data from Ref. [9] and intensities of γ transitions
from the present work as explained below. The intensities of α particles which populate the ground state, 408.3
and 577.0 keV levels are 99.78%, 0.12% and 0.10% of the
total α-decay, respectively [9]. Further, the γ-ray intensities were used to determine the α-decay intensities to
the excited states in 209 At. The ratio of the intensity of
α-particles which populate the excited state at 408.3 keV

6

FIG. 8. Level scheme of 209 At as obtained from the α-decay of 213 Fr. All the transitions are labeled with their energies. The
numbers on the left side indicate the spin-parity, relative α-decay intensity, and hindrance factor; while those on the right side
indicate the excitation energy of each level in keV. The spin-parity values and the ground-state half-life of 209 At are taken from
Ref. [38]. The the ground-state half-life and α-decay Q value of 213 Fr are from Refs. [28] and [34], respectively.

(0.12%) to that of the ground state (99.78%) was used as
a normalization factor to estimate the branching to the
ground-state in the present study. The errors on the α
intensities to the various levels are less than 15%, except
for the levels at 789.0 and 1097.7 keV, for which the errors
are close to 50% due to large errors in the intensities associated γ-ray transitions (see Table II). The decay scheme
derived from the above analysis is presented in Fig. 8.
The α-decay hindrance factors were calculated using an
approach described in Ref. [45].

IV.

DISCUSSION

The spectroscopic study of nuclei, especially odd-A nuclei, in the vicinity of the heaviest stable doubly magic
nucleus 208 Pb is a topic of great interest since they provide direct information on the underlying single-particle
states. Some of the states which can be populated in
beta- and alpha decay are otherwise inaccessible in inbeam gamma-ray spectroscopy. In the following sections,
we discuss the levels observed in the EC/β + and α-decay
of 213 Fr.
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tioned earlier. All the states below 2 MeV are predicted
to have positive parity. The agreement between the experimental and the theoretical levels is excellent as shown
in Fig. 9. Therefore, we can discard the possibility of
negative parity for all the newly observed experimental
levels. However, it is not possible to uniquely assign spins
to each level in the two groups.
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Rn has one neutron outside the N = 126 shell closure. It has been well studied using heavy-ion fusionevaporation reactions [29–31] and also in the context of
its alpha decay [36]. However, as mentioned earlier, no
states were known in 213 Rn following the EC/β + decay of 213 Fr prior to this work. High-spin studies have
established several isomers in this N = 127 isotone, of
which the majority decay via enhanced E3 transitions
[29] which is a characteristic of the N = 127 isotones.
All the shell model orbitals (2g9/2 , 1i11/2 , 1j15/2 ,
3d5/2 ) available for the last odd neutron above the N =
126 shell gap have positive parity except 1j15/2 . Therefore, the low-lying levels in 213 Rn are expected to have
positive parity due to the coupling of the 2g9/2 and 1i11/2
orbitals to levels in the neighboring even-even nuclei. The
ground state of 213 Rn was assigned the ν2g9/2 configuration by analogy with the 209 Pb and 211 Po isotones,
and it was reported to α decay with 100% branch [13].
The first excited state was earlier reported to be at 705.0
keV with a tentative assignment of 11/2+ [29–31]. This
state can be understood as a neutron excitation from
2g9/2 to 1i11/2 . Both the states were observed in the
present work. Apart from this, four new levels forming
two groups around 1350 keV and 1800 keV were observed.
Shell-model calculations, using the OXBASH code [46]
employing the KHP interaction [47], were performed to
understand these new levels. The valence space consists of four protons in 1h9/2 , 2f7/2 , 2f5/2 , 3p3/2 , 3p1/2 ,
1i13/2 orbitals and a neutron in 1i11/2 , 2g9/2 , 2g7/2 , 3d5/2 ,
3d3/2 , 4s1/2 , 1j15/2 orbitals. The calculations show that
in the predominant configurations the protons are distributed among the 1h9/2 , 2f7/2 , and 1i13/2 orbitals;
while the neutron remains in the 2g9/2 orbital, except for
the first excited state where it occupies 1i11/2 as men-

There are nine known, N = 126 unstable isotones with
Z > 83 [48]. All of them, except 211 At, are known to decay via almost 100% α emission populating states in the
N = 124 isotones [4–12]. Further, these decays are observed to populate the ground states in their daughter
nuclei with more than 99% of the total α-decay intensity.
This could be understood as a favored α decay between
the 0+ ground state of the parent and daughter nuclei
for even A. In the case of odd A isotones, however, it
is a consequence of the fact that the last unpaired proton, in both the parent and the daughter nuclei, occupies the 1h9/2 orbital. The weak decay branches were
discovered by the α − γ coincidence technique, mainly at
GSI, Darmstadt [5–9]. Among the N = 126 isotones, the
most detailed α-decay data are available for 215 Ac with
seven branches [7], including the ground state branch.
Similarly, along the odd-A francium isotopic chain, only
211
Fr and 213 Fr are known to have four and three α-decay
branches, respectively [9]; while the remaining odd-A isotopes with N < 126 are observed to decay only to the
ground state [35, 37].
Recently, some eﬀort has been made to provide a theoretical understanding of α decay in the vicinity of the
N = 126 neutron shell closure [1, 2]. These studies have
evaluated α-preformation factors which contain nuclear
structure information. Such studies are expected to help
in investigations of superheavy nuclei and their structure. It is, therefore, essential to have precise and detailed experimental data on α decay in the N = 126 region. Fisichella et al. have significantly (few per mil) improved the precision with which the half-life of 213 Fr was
measured prior to their work [28]. In the present work,
we have significantly improved knowledge of the α decay
fine structure of 213 Fr. As mentioned in the last section,
the hindrance factors were calculated using an approach
outlined by Poenaru et al. [45] with a set of parameters
suggested in Ref. [49]. The calculated hindrance factors
are consistent with previous spin-parity assignments [38]
and with the neighboring isotopes. The absence of the
α-decay branch to the 7/2+ level at 1953.1 keV in 209 At
is a consequence of the parity change between the initial
and final state, and it is known that such α decays are
more hindered than those in which parity remains same
[50]. The levels at 1081.2 and 2820.6 keV were assigned
tentative spin with possible values of 5/2 or 7/2 from the
electron capture studies of 209 Rn which has ground-state
Iπ = 5/2− [38]. Further, there is no evidence of popu-
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lation of the levels at 725.05 and 794.62 [38] keV in our
study, for which ∆J between the parent and daughter is
greater than one. This might be an indication that the
levels at 1081.2 and 2820.6 keV have 7/2 spin.

V.

SUMMARY

and allow us to constrain the parities of the experimental levels to be positive. The α-decay hindrance factors
are consistent with previous spin-parity assignments and
with the systematics of the neighboring nuclei. More decay studies with better statistics are desirable to establish
and understand the low-spin states in this region.
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